Delayed settling of marine snow at sharp density transitions driven by fluid entrainment and diffusion-limited retention
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ABSTRACT: Marine snow is central to the marine carbon cycle, and quantifying its small-scale settling dynamics in different physical environments is essential to understanding its role in biogeochemical cycles. Previous field observations of marine aggregate thin layers associated with sharp density gradients have led to the hypothesis that these layers may be caused by a decrease in aggregate settling speed at density interfaces. Here, we present experimental data on aggregate settling behavior, showing that these particles can dramatically decrease their settling velocity when passing through sharp density transitions. This delayed settling can be caused by 2 potential mechanisms: (1) entrainment of lighter fluid from above as the particle passes through the density gradient, and (2) retention at the transition driven by changes in the density of the particle due to its porosity. The aggregates observed in this study exhibited 2 distinct settling behaviors when passing through the density transition. Quantitatively comparing these different behaviors with predictions from 2 models allow us to infer that the delayed settling of the first group of aggregates was primarily driven by diffusion-limited retention, whereas entrainment of lighter fluid was the dominant mechanism for the second group. Coupled with theory, our experimental results demonstrate that both entrainment and diffusion-limited retention can play an important role in determining particle settling dynamics through density transitions. This study thus provides insight into ways that delayed settling can lead to the formation of aggregate thin layers, important biological hotspots that affect trophic dynamics, and biogeochemical cycling in the ocean.
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INTRODUCTION

Marine snow plays a critical role in the marine carbon cycle, as a dominant component of carbon flux from the surface ocean, a site of enhanced bacterial activity, and often an important food source for zooplankton (Alldredge & Silver 1988, Smith et al. 1992, Simon et al. 2002, Kjørboe 2011). Knowledge of the vertical distribution of marine aggregates in the water column, as well as of the factors that underlie these distributions, are critical to understanding the functions of aggregates in the ocean.

Recent studies have observed that thin layers of aggregates—with concentrations several times back-
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ground levels—are common in coastal waters (MacIntyre et al. 1995, Alldredge et al. 2002, Prairie et al. 2010), and are often associated with sharp density transitions (MacIntyre et al. 1995, Dekshenieks et al. 2001, Prairie et al. 2010). These layers can have significant consequences for local carbon cycling, since aggregates may act as hot spots for bacterial activity or foraging zooplankton (Green & Dagg 1997, Kiørboe 2000, Ziervogel & Arnosti 2008, Ziervogel et al. 2010). Some studies have suggested that a possible explanation for the formation of these layers is locally decreased settling speeds as particles pass through these regions of sharp stratification (Derenbach et al. 1979, Alldredge & Crocker 1995, MacIntyre et al. 1995).

Previous theoretical and experimental studies have investigated the effect of sharp stratification on settling particles, and have shown that there are 2 potential mechanisms that could explain a decrease in settling velocity for a particle falling through a density transition. Studies with solid spheres have demonstrated that a sphere passing through a density transition will entrain lighter fluid from above in a thin boundary layer shell around the particle, and the additional buoyancy can decrease its settling velocity—in some cases even cause it to temporarily reverse direction (Srdi-Mitrovi et al. 1999, Abaid et al. 2004, Camassa et al. 2009, 2010, Yick et al. 2009). This delayed settling due to entrainment of lighter fluid can be seen in Fig. 1A, a sequence of previously published images from experiments with solid spheres along with matching theory (Camassa et al. 2010). However, marine aggregates are extremely porous (usually containing >99.5% water by volume; Ploug & Passow 2007), providing for another potential mechanism for delayed settling. The density of a porous particle will change depending on the fluid surrounding it. Thus, a porous particle may encounter a sharp density transition such that the particle is initially too light to sink through the density transition; however, after denser fluid diffuses into the particle, its density may increase sufficiently such that it can continue to sink. This diffusion-limited retention of porous particles, depicted schematically in Fig. 1B, has been investigated theoretically (MacIntyre et al. 1995, Alldredge & Crocker 1995, Kindler et al. 2010) and experimentally using agarose spheres (Kindler et al. 2010).

This recent work with both solid and porous spheres has provided important insight into the potential for sharp density gradients to lead to accumulations of aggregates through delayed settling. However, there is a lack of experimental work investigating whether natural aggregates will exhibit the same behavior as artificial particles, since natural aggregates differ from artificial spheres in important aspects including composition, shape, density, and size. In addition, it remains unclear which of the proposed mechanisms for delayed settling (i.e. entrainment of lighter fluid or diffusion-limited retention) dominates aggregate settling behavior for different types of aggregates in different environments.

Here, we present experimental results demonstrating that natural aggregates formed in the laboratory can significantly decrease their settling velocity as they pass through sharp density transitions. Our results demonstrate 2 distinct settling behaviors; one suggestive of diffusion-limited retention, and one suggestive of entrainment of lighter fluid. Although our experimental conditions are directly comparable only to a subset of field conditions, the general dynamics underlying the observed behavior is applicable to a wide range of aggregates settling through sharp density gradients. By comparing our results with those of previously developed models, we determined the mechanism that plays a dominant role depends on aggregate size, settling velocity, and the vertical density gradient. Lastly, we discuss the implications for the delayed settling of aggregates by each mechanism to form a layer that can act as a hot spot for foraging zooplankton and carbon remineralization.

Fig. 1. Two mechanisms for decreased settling velocity of aggregates as they pass through sharp density transitions. (A) Lighter fluid is entrained around the sinking particle causing it to slow as shown in a time series of 3 experimental images (along with comparisons to theory). Figure from Camassa et al. (2010). (B) The aggregate pauses at the density transition until diffusion of denser fluid into the porous aggregate increases its density allowing it to continue sinking. Schematic adapted from figure in Kindler et al. (2010)
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Formation of aggregates

Aggregates were formed in a rotating acrylic cylindrical tank (total volume ~4 l) filled with either river water or seawater and placed on a roller table. This approach is widely used for aggregate formation in the lab (Shanks & Edmondson 1989, Jackson 1994, Ziervogel & Forster 2005, Ploug et al. 2008, Ziervogel & Arnosti 2008, Ziervogel et al. 2010). We chose to use aggregates formed from both fresh water and seawater to observe the settling behavior of a wider range of aggregate types with different densities and compositions. Aggregates are derived from natural organic matter present in the source water, and riverine and marine dissolved and particulate organic matter differ in their sources and composition (Hedges & Oades 1997, Cauwet 2002), although the specific composition of the organic matter in the source water was not measured in this study.

River water was collected in October 2011 at the mouth of the Tar River, North Caroline (NC) USA. Seawater was collected in December 2011 from the pier at the University of North Carolina Institute of Marine Sciences, located in Morehead City, NC. Particles were visible in both water samples prior to roller table experiments, which were started in the laboratory at room temperature shortly after sample collection. Rotation speed of the tank was set to 3.5 rpm, which proved suitable for forming aggregates useable in settling experiments. Macroscopic aggregates formed within the first day of both experiments. Aggregates were incubated in roller tanks for 7 d (seawater) and 17 d (river water); the time of incubation reflected the length of time required to form aggregates that were stable enough to use in settling experiments. At the end of the incubation, roller tanks were placed upright, and single aggregates that settled to the bottom of the tank were individually removed via volumetric pipette from the tank water (hereafter referred to as aggregate ambient water), and analyzed separately for their settling behavior. Four settling experiments were conducted in total—one with freshwater aggregates (Expt 1) and 3 with seawater aggregates (Expts 2, 3, and 4).

Measuring aggregate size

Aggregates used for calculation of aggregate densities as well as aggregates used in the 2-layer settling experiments were first measured by microscopy. Individual aggregates were placed on top of a millimeter square grid in a Petri dish with water of density approximately equal to that of their ambient water. Aggregates were then photographed with a digital microscope (Model 26700-300, Aven), producing images of the 2-dimensional projection of the aggregate (Fig. 2A). Images were processed using MATLAB to determine the cross-sectional area (Fig. 2B), which was used to calculate the equivalent spherical diameter for each aggregate, i.e. the cross sectional area was assumed to represent that of a sphere with an equivalent cross-sectional area (see Table 2). Since the aggregates are irregularly shaped and are most likely to lie such that their largest cross-section is the area imaged, the estimates of equivalent spherical diameter for each aggregate are likely overestimated. In addition, the irregular shape of the aggregates has consequences for their surface area to volume ratio, which would be much larger than an equivalently sized sphere. The implications of these factors on the delayed settling behavior of the aggregates are discussed below when comparing the experimental delayed settling behavior to models.

Calculating aggregate densities

Aggregate densities were calculated by measuring the sinking velocity of 5 to 12 representative aggregates per experiment in water of homogenous density (given in Table 1) approximately equal to that of their ambient water (~0.998 g cm⁻³ for freshwater aggregates and ~1.025 g cm⁻³ for marine aggregates). All water densities were measured using a DMA 35 Portable Density Meter (Anton Paar). After measuring their sizes as described above, individual aggregates were gently transferred by pipette to a rectangular tank with a base 18 × 18 cm and a height of 32 cm. The path of the aggregate as it settled in the tank was recorded using a Pike F-100B camera.
(Allied Vision Technologies) recording at a rate between 25 and 33 frames s\(^{-1}\) (but that remained constant within an experiment). Sinking velocity was calculated from the vertical displacement (captured at the recording rate of the camera) and then an average sinking velocity (\(U\)) was calculated over at least 3 continuous seconds. This was used to estimate aggregate density (\(\rho_a\)) using the following equation (Batchelor 1967, Ploug et al. 2008):

\[
U = \frac{4g(\rho_a - \rho_f)d}{3\rho_f C_D} \quad (1)
\]

where \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity, \(\rho_f\) is the density of the fluid, \(C_D\) is the drag coefficient, and \(d\) is the equivalent spherical diameter as measured from the microscope images. The drag coefficient was calculated using the following empirical drag law (White 1974):

\[
C_D = \frac{24}{Re} + \frac{6}{1 + Re^{0.8}} + 0.4 \quad (2)
\]

for \(Re > 0.5\) where \(Re\) is the Reynolds number calculated as:

\[
Re = \frac{dU}{\nu} \quad (3)
\]

where \(\nu\) is the kinematic viscosity of water (1.19 × 10\(^{-2}\) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) at 15°C; Ploug et al. 2008). Since the above equations assume spherical particles, aggregates used to estimate aggregate density were chosen to be as spherical as possible. Individual densities for all aggregates measured were then averaged to obtain an average \(\rho_a\) for each experiment (Table 1). Since aggregates are porous, their densities depend on the fluid in which they are measured; the aggregate densities reported here are estimated in water approximately the density of the ambient water in which they were originally formed (see Table 1).

Two-layer aggregate settling experiments

After an average aggregate density was calculated, different aggregates from the same roller table batch were observed as they settled through a 2-layer water column with a sharp density transition in the middle. The tank used in these experiments had a square base (30 × 30 cm) and had a height of 61 cm. The tank was filled to approximately 20 cm with salt water. This salt water, hereafter defined as the bottom layer fluid, varied in density from experiment to experiment but was always more dense than the water in which the aggregates were formed (Table 1). After the bottom layer fluid was still, water with density approximately equal to that of the aggregates' ambient water—defined as the top layer fluid—was carefully poured on top of the bottom layer fluid through a diffuser initially soaked with top layer fluid. The diffuser floats at the surface of the water column; it is ~2 cm thick and is constructed of foam and sponge to slow down the flow of top layer fluid as it is introduced into the tank in order to create a sharp density transition between the top layer and bottom layer fluid. The thickness of the density transition was not measured for these experiments but is estimated from previous application of this stratification method (Abaid et al. 2004, Camassa et al. 2009) to be between 1 and 2 cm thick. Variations in this thickness will affect the sharpness of the density gradient, which is likely to affect aggregate settling behavior, although future work investigating this dependence is needed to determine the exact effect. The vertical density difference is calculated as the difference between the density of the bottom layer fluid (\(\rho_{BL}\)) and the density of the top layer fluid (\(\rho_{TL}\)) and ranged between 0.0103 and 0.0416 g cm\(^{-3}\). For each experiment, the initial excess density of the aggregates in the bottom layer was calculated as \(\rho_a - \rho_{BL}\) and is given in Table 1.

### Table 1. Aggregate sinking experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expt no.</th>
<th>Average aggregate density (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Density of water for aggregate density measurement (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Density of top layer (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Density of bottom layer (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
<th>No. of aggregates</th>
<th>Aggregate excess density (g cm(^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0098 ± 0.0064 (n = 12)</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>0.9985</td>
<td>1.0401</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0598 ± 0.0102 (n = 5)</td>
<td>1.0261</td>
<td>1.0428</td>
<td>1.0404</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0606 ± 0.0145 (n = 10)</td>
<td>1.0256</td>
<td>1.0429</td>
<td>1.0352</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0599 ± 0.0112 (n = 10)</td>
<td>1.0253</td>
<td>1.0450</td>
<td>1.0460</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aggregates were transferred gently by pipette into the 2-layer water column one at a time to observe their settling behavior. Aggregate settling behavior was recorded using the Pike camera, recording at a frame rate that was constant within runs, but varied among runs between 12 and 25 frames s\(^{-1}\). Recordings were conducted with the room dark and the tank lit from the sides, using light-emitting diode (LED) strips attached to 2 panels that spanned the height and width of the tank. Although the LED panels did introduce some heat laterally into the tank, measurements indicate that the rise in temperature was slight (<1°C over the course of an experiment) and any convective motion was negligible in comparison to aggregate settling velocities. The square field of view of the images had dimensions which ranged among experiments between 31.5 cm × 31.5 cm and 37.2 cm × 37.2 cm. The top of the field of view was positioned between ~11.5 and 17 cm above the density transition (varied between experiments but kept constant within each experiment). The size of the field of view was chosen to maximize the vertical distance that the aggregate could be tracked while retaining adequate resolution of the aggregate.

Data analysis

All images (Fig. 3) were processed in MATLAB to determine the location of the aggregate (defined as the location of its centroid) over time. Position data was linearly corrected from pixels to cms using the measured dimensions of the field of view of the camera. The settling velocity was calculated by dividing the aggregate’s vertical displacement between sequential images by the time between images; the settling velocity was then smoothed using a moving average over approximately a 1 s span.

The settling velocity in the top layer was calculated by averaging the smoothed settling velocity in a region above the density transition where the velocity was relatively constant for a period of at least 2 s. The settling velocity in the bottom layer was calculated by averaging the smoothed settling velocity in the very last part of the settling velocity time record (for a period of at least 2 s), representing the point at which the aggregate had reached its terminal velocity after passing through the density transition. The aggregates in Expt 1 did not appear to fully reach their terminal velocity in the bottom layer; in these
cases, settling velocity in the bottom layer was likely underestimated. Measured settling velocities for each aggregate are reported in Table 2; it is important to note that these measured values are not expected to match theoretical sinking velocity values (as calculated from Eq. 1) given the wide range of aggregate shapes observed in these experiments, and that an average aggregate density was used for each experiment.

Two metrics were calculated to determine the extent to which the aggregate’s settling velocity decreased within the density transition. The normalized minimum settling velocity (NMSV) was calculated as the minimum value of the smoothed settling velocity (MSV) divided by the settling velocity in the bottom layer. The delayed settling time (DST) was calculated as the length of time that the aggregate’s smoothed settling velocity was less than 90% of the settling velocity in the bottom layer. This definition for DST was chosen because it quantified the time of delayed settling of the aggregate independent of its settling velocity; the threshold of 90% was chosen to obtain a

Table 2. For each aggregate from the four 2-layer sinking experiments, experimental results are reported, including equivalent spherical diameter, settling velocity in the top and bottom layer, normalized minimum settling velocity (NMSV), delayed settling time (DST), and Reynolds number (Re) in the top layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expt no.</th>
<th>Aggregate no.</th>
<th>Aggregate equivalent spherical diameter (cm)</th>
<th>Settling velocity in top layer (cm s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Settling velocity in bottom layer (cm s⁻¹)</th>
<th>NMSV</th>
<th>DST (s)</th>
<th>Re in top layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>244.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>600.6</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>191.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>104.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>149.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 2</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 3</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 4</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 5</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 6</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 7</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 6</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 7</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 8</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 9</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 10</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 11</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 12</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 6</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 7</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 8</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 9</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 10</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 11</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 12</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 13</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 14</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 15</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
positive time scale even for aggregates that decreased their velocity only slightly while limiting the effect of noise. These metrics were calculated for each aggregate individually and compared to aggregate size and vertical density difference.

RESULTS

Experimental results

Data of settling behavior for all 39 aggregates observed in the 2-layer aggregate settling experiments are given in Table 2. It is important to note that aggregates that form in roller tanks are generally denser than those formed in nature, and thus typically exhibit much higher settling velocities than aggregates observed in situ (Shanks 2002). Thus, aggregates used in this study may be more representative of dense nearshore aggregates (which contain more mineral material) rather than offshore aggregates formed from phytoplankton blooms.

All aggregates demonstrated a settling velocity minimum when passing through the density transition (Table 2). However, the extent to which the aggregates decreased their velocity varied between aggregates, as well as among experiments.

The most striking differences in settling behavior occurred between aggregates in Expt 1 and aggregates in the other 3 experiments (Fig. 4). The 5 aggregates in Expt 1 all demonstrated a VMSV less than or equal to 0 (within the resolution of our images) when passing through the density transition. Although some of the aggregates had a negative NMSV, all except for Aggregate 2 were within the error (due to video recording noise) of having a 0 minimum settling velocity. By contrast, the NMSV of the aggregates in Expts 2, 3, and 4 ranged from 0.08 to 0.89, with a mean value of 0.53 (Fig. 4A). This difference between Expt 1 and the other 3 experiments is also evident in the DST, which ranged between 104.6 and 600.6 s for Expt 1 (mean of 258.1 s), and between 1.0 and 45.4 s for Expts 2, 3, and 4 (mean of 11.9 s) (Fig. 4B). The large spread in DSTs observed within a given experiment is expected because of the wide range of aggregate shapes and sizes used in the experiments. Although aggregates from each of the 4 experiments represent a range of sizes, it is important to note that the largest aggregate in Expt 1 was more than 3 times larger (by equivalent spherical diameter) than any of the other aggregates, and likewise its delayed settling time was much longer and not representative of the rest of the aggregates tested. The different settling behaviors are exemplified in plots of aggregate vertical location and settling velocity over time for an aggregate from Expt 1 (Fig. 5A,B) and for an aggregate from Expt 4 (Fig. 5C,D).

Differences also occurred in the manner in which DST varied with aggregate equivalent spherical diameter, which ranged between 0.051 cm and 0.658 cm for all experiments (mean of 0.121 cm) (Table 2). DST for aggregates in Expt 1 showed a strong positive linear relationship with equivalent spherical diameter ($r^2 = 0.988$, $p < 0.001$; Fig 6A). However, the other 3 experiments—when grouped together—showed a negative but not significant relationship between DST and aggregate equivalent spherical diameter (Fig. 6B). When Expts 2, 3, and 4 were considered separately, only Expt 3 showed a significant relationship at the $p = 0.05$ level ($r^2 = 0.398$, $p = 0.028$).

Although many experimental parameters differed among the experiments, one particularly notable difference between Expt 1 and the other 3 experiments was the initial excess density of the aggregates in
the bottom layer (Table 1). The aggregates in Expt 1 were less dense than the bottom layer fluid initially (a negative excess density) while the aggregates in Exps 2, 3, and 4 were more dense than the bottom layer fluid (a positive excess density).

**Comparison of experimental results to models**

The observed relationships between aggregate size and DST (Fig. 6A & B) can be used to determine the dominant mechanism of delayed settling for each experiment by comparing the relationships with theoretical predictions of particle settling behavior from 2 different models. The first model—hereafter referred to as the porous particle model—illustrates the settling behavior of a porous particle as it passes through a sharp density transition. A brief description of the model is given here, but specific details of this model—ongoing in development—will be published elsewhere (R. Camassa, S. Khatri, R. M. McLaughlin, J. C. Prairie, B. L. White, S. Yu unpubl. data). The settling behavior in this model does not include any entrainment of fluid around the particle; thus, any decrease in particle settling velocity at the density transition is strictly due to diffusion-limited retention. The model assumes: (1) the Re is much smaller than 1, (2) a spherical particle whose size is not changing in time, (3) a density gradient formulated as an error function, (4) the ambient density gradient does not diffuse during the total time that it takes the sphere to settle through the transition region, (5) the radius of the sphere is small compared to variations in the ambient density profile, and (6) the time scale of diffusion into the sphere is small relative to the particle settling time scale. Under these assumptions, the model can be formulated as a force balance between the drag forces acting on the particle and buoyancy forces exerted by the fluid on the particle. The diffusion equation is solved dependent upon the location...
of the sphere to determine how much salt has diffused into the fluid within the sphere and therefore determines the weight of the sphere. Also, the buoyancy force is dependent upon the ambient fluid density surrounding the particle. By solving the diffusion equation analytically, we have developed a nonlinear integro-differential equation for the position of the particle as a function of time, which is then solved using numerical methods. Parameters in the model include density of the top layer ($\rho_{\text{TL}}$), density of the bottom layer ($\rho_{\text{BL}}$), diffusivity coefficient for salt ($\kappa_S$), the particle porosity ($P$), and the density of the solid fraction of the particle ($\rho_{\text{solid}}$).

This model was run for particle diameters ranging from 0.04 to 0.7 cm and the DST was calculated for each particle diameter in the same way as for the experimental results. These preliminary simulations demonstrate a positive correlation between particle diameter and DST that was fit with a quadratic polynomial ($r^2 > 0.999$; Fig. 6C). The model was formulated at low Re (the Stokes flow regime) since there is an analytical formula for the drag force in this case (Batchelor 1967). However, simulations using an empirical drag law for larger Re numbers, the White drag law (White 1974), showed no significant differences in the observed trends presented here while
having a minor decrease in the magnitude of the DST (<10% for all particle diameters tested).

The second model—hereafter referred to as the solid particle entrainment model—gives the settling behavior of a solid particle as it passes through a sharp density transition (Camassa et al. 2009, 2010). This previously developed model illustrates decreased settling velocity at the density transition due to entrainment of lighter fluid; diffusion plays no role in the delayed settling of the particle since the particle is not porous. The model assumes: (1) the Re is much smaller than 1, (2) a spherical particle, (3) a density profile represented by a step function, and (4) neglects the effects of molecular diffusion. Parameters include $\rho_{TL}$, $\rho_{BL}$, and the particle density ($\rho_{\text{particle}}$). A full description of the formulation and assumptions of the model can be found in Camassa et al. (2009). The model was run for particle diameters ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 cm, and the DST was calculated for each particle diameter. This model predicts a negative correlation between particle diameter and delayed settling time that was fit with a curve of the form $y = 1/x$ ($r^2 = 0.995$; Fig 6D).

The predictions from the models presented in Fig. 6C & D provide insight into the relationship between particle size and DST for each of the 2 mechanisms for delayed settling. The formulation of these models allows us to consider each mechanism—entrainment and diffusion-limited retention—separately. Although such a perspective does not reflect real conditions for the experiments in which both mechanisms play a role and are likely interacting, it helps us gain an understanding of the conditions under which one mechanism may be more important than the other. Other important differences between the experiments and the models include particle shape (which is assumed to be spherical in the models) and Re (which is assumed to be less than 1 in the models). For these reasons, we do not attempt to directly compare the experimental and theoretical results, but instead compare trends between particle size and delayed settling time that might provide information about the underlying mechanisms.

The porous particle model predicts a positive quadratic relationship between particle diameter and DST. This relationship is expected since the mechanism that controls the retention time of the particle at the density transition is diffusion, and the time scale of diffusion is proportional to particle radius squared. By contrast, the solid particle entrainment model predicts a negative hyperbolic relationship between particle diameter and DST. This relationship can also be explained by the underlying mechanism, since the decrease in particle settling speed should be regulated by the volume of the entrained lighter fluid (proportional to the surface area) relative to the volume of the particle. We therefore may expect that the DST is proportional to the surface area to volume ratio, which for a sphere scales as $1/R$, where $R$ is the particle radius.

The strong positive correlation between aggregate size and DST for Expt 1 (Fig. 6A) suggests that the settling behavior of these aggregates was driven primarily by diffusion-limited retention. The relationship observed between aggregate size and DST was linear rather than the quadratic relationship predicted by the porous particle model (Fig. 6C). The discrepancies observed between the model and experiments—both in the magnitude of the DST and the shape of the relationship between particle size and DST—are most likely due to the assumption of a spherical particle, lack of entrainment in the model, and the parameterization of the model used here. Although the model assumes the particles are spherical, the aggregates used in the experiments often had irregular shapes, particularly the larger particles; this will increase particle surface area at which diffusion takes place, resulting in lowered DSTs relative to equivalently-sized spherical particles. Additionally, although the porous particle model only includes delayed settling due to diffusion-limited retention, both diffusion-limited retention and entrainment played a role (likely interacting) in the delayed settling of each of the aggregates in the experiments, even if one mechanism dominated the observed behavior. Lastly, the parameter values for $P$ and $\rho_{\text{solid}}$ used in the model simulations presented here represent estimates from literature and other experiments (Alldredge & Gotschalk 1988, Ploug et al. 2008); however, these may not reflect the actual properties of the aggregates used in the experiments.

Other characteristics of aggregate settling behavior from Expt 1 also suggest that diffusion-limited retention was the dominant mechanism. For example, all aggregates in Expt 1 had a settling velocity of zero at the density transition, as expected for particles exhibiting diffusion-limited retention. In addition, the DSTs for the aggregates in Expt 1 were on average more than an order of magnitude larger than for the other 3 experiments.

The weak negative relationship between aggregate size and DST for Expts 2, 3, and 4 (although significant only for Expt 3) suggests that the settling behavior for these experiments may be dominated primarily by entrainment of lighter fluid. The non-significant relationships between aggregate size and
DST in Fig. 6B are likely due to the large range in aggregate shapes observed in these experiments. However, the non-zero minimum settling velocities for all aggregates in Expts 2, 3, and 4 and the relatively short DSTs (as compared to Expt 1) further suggest that entrainment of lighter fluid is more important than diffusion in these cases. As for Expt 1, the discrepancies in DST values between the solid particle entrainment model and Expts 2, 3, and 4 can be explained by the model assumption of a spherical particle, lack of diffusion in the model, and the model parameterization.

**DISCUSSION**

**Predicting the dominant mechanism for delayed settling at density transitions**

The sinking behavior of aggregates through sharp density transitions observed in both the experimental data and model simulations provides insight into the circumstances under which the decreased settling velocity at the transition is primarily driven by diffusion-limited retention (Fig. 1B) or entrainment of lighter fluid (Fig. 1A). When the density of the aggregate in the top layer fluid is less than the density of the bottom layer fluid, the aggregate will have to stop at the density transition until sufficient diffusion into the particle allows it to continue to sink. However, when the density of the aggregate in the top layer fluid is greater than the density of the bottom layer fluid, the aggregate can continue settling through the density transition but experiences a decrease in settling velocity because of fluid entrained from the top layer. Thus, the curve

\[
\rho_{BL} = \rho_a
\]

(4)
divides 2 broad regimes: above this curve, diffusion-limited retention controls the particle’s delayed settling at the density transition, although there may be important interactions with the effects due to entrainment; below this curve, diffusion is no longer important and the dominant mechanism for delayed settling is entrainment of lighter fluid.

The 2 regimes described by Eq. (4) are shown in Fig. 7A. For the 4 experiments conducted, the settling behavior regime can be identified easily from the initial excess density of the aggregate in the bottom layer (Table 1). When this excess density is positive, the density of the aggregate is greater than the density of the bottom layer fluid, thus placing it in the entrainment regime. Likewise, when this excess density is negative, the aggregates fall in the diffusion-limited retention regime. It is important to note that the regimes represented in Fig. 7 simply depict relative effects of one mechanism compared to the other, rather than an absolute trend. For example, in the entrainment regime, moving further away from the dividing line indicates that the effect of entrainment becomes stronger relative to the effect of diffusion-limited retention; it does not indicate that the effect of entrainment becomes stronger in an absolute sense. In fact, in a study of solid spheres settling fluid, the aggregate can continue settling through the density transition but experiences a decrease in settling velocity because of fluid entrained from the top layer. Thus, the curve

\[
\rho_{BL} = \rho_a
\]

(4)
through density transitions, the effect of entrainment was observed to become stronger as the density of the sphere became closer to the density of the bottom layer fluid (R. Camassa, R. M. McLaughlin, A. Vaidya unpubl. data).

Moreover, although one mechanism can be dominant in certain cases, both mechanisms are always at work to some extent, and interactions between them can alter the delayed settling behavior. Particularly for the diffusion-limited retention regime, although diffusion is necessary for the particle to increase its density and thus continue to sink, the effects of entrainment have been shown to be important in many cases, particularly in accurately predicting delayed settling times (R. Camassa, S. Khatri, R. M. McLaughlin, J. C. Prairie, B. L. White, S. Yu unpubl. data).

The 2 regimes can also be described as a function of settling velocity, which is more easily measured in the field than aggregate density. By combining Eq. (4) with Eq. (1) — which provides an estimate of aggregate density (in top layer fluid) as a function of settling velocity and aggregate size — the following curve is obtained:

$$\rho_{BL} = \frac{3U^2 \rho_{TL} C_D}{8gR} + \rho_{TL}$$

(5)

Eq. (5) can be rewritten so that a normalized measure of the vertical density difference $(\rho_{BL} - \rho_{TL})/\rho_{TL}$ is expressed in terms of aggregate settling velocity and radius:

$$\frac{\rho_{BL} - \rho_{TL}}{\rho_{TL}} = \frac{3U^2 C_D}{8gR}$$

(6)

For given aggregate radii, a curve of this normalized vertical density difference vs. settling velocity can be calculated; in the same way as for Eq. (4), above the curve represents delayed settling primarily driven by diffusion-limited retention while below the curve represents delayed settling primarily driven by entrainment of lighter fluid. Fig. 7B illustrates several curves of the normalized vertical density difference vs. aggregate settling velocity for different aggregate radii. As before, both mechanisms can act to delay settling and interact with each other.

**Implications of delayed settling for aggregate thin layer formation**

The results of this study have shown that aggregates derived from natural waters can exhibit significantly decreased settling velocities when passing through sharp density transitions because of 2 different mechanisms: diffusion-limited retention and entrainment of lighter fluid. In some cases, aggregates demonstrated only a modest decrease in settling velocity (with a minimum settling velocity as large as ~89% of the settling velocity in bottom layer), while in other cases, aggregates came to a complete stop. The DST reached up to ~600 s in the most dramatic case observed; however, in the majority of cases the decrease in settling velocity was on the order of ~10 s, representing a relatively short-term event given the total time required for an aggregate to sink out of the surface ocean. However, the importance of this phenomenon is not the delay experienced by a single aggregate in its journey to depth, but rather, the resulting accumulation of aggregates at the depth of the density transition.

Even modest decreases in aggregate settling speed at sharp density transitions can result in significant local increases in aggregate abundance. Using a rough approximation — only considering the effects of settling speed — the local increase in aggregate abundance will equal the inverse of the NMSV. For example, a NMSV of 0.5 would result in a doubling in local aggregate concentration, even if the delayed settling time of an individual aggregate is only ~10 s. This model is overly simplistic, since it suggests that in cases where the NMSV equals 0, there would be an infinite buildup of aggregates. Including the effects of vertical diffusivity, as done in previous models of plankton thin layer formation (Stacey et al. 2007, Birch et al. 2008, Prairie et al. 2011), will provide a balance between the accumulation caused by the delayed settling and the dissipating effects of mixing, thus presenting a more realistic idea of how these mechanisms can affect vertical aggregate distributions.

The intensity of the resulting aggregate layer will depend strongly on whether the delay in aggregate settling is driven primarily by diffusion-limited retention or entrainment of lighter fluid. As demonstrated by this study, the decrease in settling velocity is more pronounced as well as longer-lasting for aggregates undergoing diffusion-limited retention. Thus, layers formed by this mechanism will demonstrate higher increases in aggregate concentrations compared to layers formed by entrainment of lighter fluid. However, even in the case where entrainment dominates, aggregate layers can form.

The persistence of aggregate layers would largely be determined by the persistence of the density transition that originally caused the decrease in settling velocity. If the sharp density gradient is transient, then the aggregate layer would also be expected to
be ephemeral. However, in many cases sharp density gradients can persist for days or significantly longer in the ocean (Dekshenieks et al. 2001), thus allowing long-lived aggregate layers to form.

Aggregate layers have important effects on food web dynamics, acting as hot spots for zooplankton foraging. Studies have demonstrated that marine snow can be an important food source for a diverse variety of zooplankton, including protists, copepods, other mesozooplankton, and larval invertebrates (Alldredge 1972, Lampitt et al. 1993, Steinberg 1995, Shanks & Walters 1996, 1997, Green & Dagg 1997, Artolozaga et al. 2002). Aggregate layers formed through delayed settling may further enhance local zooplankton abundance and grazing, explaining the finding that up to 70% of aggregate carbon can be degraded by invertebrate grazers before an aggregate sinks out of the surface ocean (Kiørboe 2000).

Laboratory experiments have shown that several taxa of zooplankton are able to seek out and remain in regions of high food concentration (Jakobsen & Johnsen 1987, Tiselius 1992, Menden-Deuer & Grünbaum 2006). For marine snow, zooplankton may be able to use chemical sensing to detect sinking particles (Jackson & Kiørboe 2004, Kierboe 2011). Field observations have demonstrated that the distributions and grazing rates of zooplankton and perhaps higher trophic levels such as small fish are often associated with planktonic layers (McManus et al. 2003, Benoit-Bird et al. 2009, 2010, Menden-Deuer & Fredrickson 2010). However, there is still a need for studies of trophic interactions in aggregate layers in the field, since most studies of zooplankton grazing on aggregates have focused on zooplankton associations with single particles (Green & Dagg 1997, Shanks & Walters 1997, Jackson & Kiørboe 2004).

Continuing advances in optical and acoustic technology may allow for in situ measurements of the settling behavior and vertical distributions of aggregates concurrent with grazing rates and distributions of zooplankton and fish, providing a better mechanistic understanding of the role of delayed settling in aggregate layer formation and its impact on trophic interactions.

Aggregate layers may also be a hotspot for bacterial activity and organic matter remineralization. Experimental and theoretical studies have suggested that bacteria may preferentially find and colonize sinking aggregates (Kiørboe et al. 2001, 2002, Kiørboe & Jackson 2001, Stocker et al. 2008). In addition, bacterial activity and enzymatic hydrolysis rates on aggregates can be several orders of magnitude higher than that of aggregate-free water (Grossart et al. 2007, Ziervogel & Arnosti 2008, Ziervogel et al. 2010), demonstrating that aggregates not only represent regions of enhanced bacterial abundance but also active carbon remineralization. In aggregate layers formed by delayed aggregate sinking, the effect of aggregates as remineralization hot spots may be further strengthened. Given the potential for aggregate layers as hotspots for zooplankton foraging and bacterial activity, the presence of these layers may act to reduce local carbon flux, with implications for larger-scale carbon cycling.

**Applicability to aquatic ecosystems**

The experimental results presented here represent a small fraction of natural conditions found in aquatic ecosystems; however, the basic observation of delayed aggregate settling at sharp density transitions may be widely applicable to many regions of the world's oceans since the general dynamics underlying the delayed settling behavior will remain the same. The vertical density differences tested in the current study (with density differences of ~1.025 to ~1.046 g cm⁻³ for the marine aggregates tested) are much greater and over shorter vertical distances than would be observed in most coastal regions or the open ocean (density for the entire water column will typically range from ~1.02 to ~1.029 g cm⁻³). However, similar aggregate settling behavior may be observed at much weaker density gradients since the effect of density gradients on aggregate settling behavior is controlled not only by the sharpness of the gradient but also by the density of the aggregate. Since aggregates used in this study were formed in roller tanks, they are likely much denser than aggregates found in the open ocean and other regions outside of very nearshore environments (Alldredge & Gotschalk 1988, Shanks 2002). For example, for natural marine aggregates from the San Pedro and Santa Barbara Basins, Alldredge & Gotschalk (1988) measured a median aggregate density of 1.02502 g cm⁻³ (equal to 0.00014 g cm⁻³ higher than the ambient seawater). Thus, natural, less-dense aggregates in these systems are likely to exhibit significantly decreased settling velocities even with weaker density gradients than those tested in this study.

In some stratified aquatic environments, the density differences tested in this study are representative of naturally occurring gradients. In estuaries, for example, the transition from fresh water to seawater can occur over a relatively small vertical distance which can retain particles for extended periods of
CONCLUSIONS

These experimental results demonstrate that delayed settling of natural aggregates at density transitions can occur by 2 different mechanisms—entrainment of lighter fluid and diffusion-limited retention. The time scale and extent to which an aggregate decreases its velocity at the density transition depends on the dominant mechanism at work. A first-order prediction of the conditions in which entrainment vs. diffusion-limited retention will dominate shows that the governing mechanism depends on the aggregate size, settling speed, and strength of the density gradient. However, since in many intermediate cases both mechanisms are important, future work exploring the interactions between these 2 mechanisms is needed. In addition, although we demonstrate decreased settling velocity across a range of aggregate sizes and conditions, further experimental work is needed to understand how settling behavior of natural aggregates varies with changing aggregate and environmental parameters, including porosity, aggregate density, aggregate size, and density gradient. Lastly, investigation on whether the settling behavior of aggregates (especially in highly concentrated regions) is affected by fluid interactions with other aggregates will provide a more complete understanding of aggregate settling dynamics.

The mechanisms for delayed settling of aggregates across density transitions illustrated here have important implications for both trophic dynamics and carbon cycling. Even modest decreases in aggregate settling velocities can result in significant accumulations of aggregates in layers that can act as hot spots for foraging by zooplankton (and subsequently higher trophic levels) in addition to bacterial remineralization. For both zooplankton grazing and bacterial activity, overlooking the impact of hot spots such as aggregate layers may cause total water column rates of these important processes to be significantly underestimated.
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